

psychiatric incantation

  some say it’s socio-political
  some say it’s psycho-pathological
  some say it’s purely physical
  some say it’s menstrual-cyclical

some say that it is medical
some say that it is chemical
some say it’s hereditary, genetical
some say its cranio-metrical

  some say it’s menopausal
  some say it’s anal, some it’s oral
  some say it’s the original sin
  some say it can be contained in the ‘loony bin’

some say it’s philosophical
some say it’s phantasmagorical
some say it’s metaphorical
some say it’s childhood historical

  some say it’s astrological
  some say it’s hypochondriacal
  some say it’s ethnological
  some say it’s highly illogical

some say it’s disposition
some say it’s spiritual affliction
  co-dependency addition
  personality division
  a schism
  vitamin deficient

  some say what we need is a daily affirmation
  some way what we need is theological supplication
  some say what we need is colonic irrigation
  some say what we need is more vaginal lubrication

some say what we need is stronger medication
some say what we need is Buddhist medication
some say what we need is more electrocution
what do you say we need social revolution
  what do you say we need emotional revolution
  social emotional revolution
  social
  emotional
  revolution
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